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 built by experienced game developers 
 
        The core team behind Imperium Empires includes experienced game developers, blockchain developers and
        marketing professionals FROM Animoca Brands, Tencent and Uber, each with 10-20 years+ experience in their
        fields. 
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        3 BILLION
 gamers



 
 SUSTAINABLE TOKENOMICS 
 NFT supply are controlled and deflationary - no hyperinflationary NFT breeding.
 Dynamic play-and-earn rewards tied to player' skills and engagements. 
 Skillful players earn huge seasonal tournament rewards!
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 team-to-earn 
 
      Team up with friends and fight epic guild wars. 



      Earn lucrative guild tournament rewards - team-to-earn, more returns!
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        SPACESHIP NFTs:

        SIZE GUIDE
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 GAMEPLAY 
     TEAM-TO-EARN
 Fight epic guild wars with your friends and
            win lucrative
            rewards!
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     PVE
 
            Mine, refine and transport rare materials to upgrade your fleet and guild. Battle with pirate groups for
            attractive loots! 
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     PVP
 
            Battle with other guilds to take control of regions in outer space. 
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 GAMEPLAY 
 [image: ] TEAM-TO-EARN
 FIGHT EPIC GUILD WARS WITH YOUR FRIENDS AND WIN LUCRATIVE REWARDS!
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                    MINE, REFINE AND TRANSPORT RARE MATERIALS TO UPGRADE YOUR FLEET AND GUILD. BATTLE WITH PIRATE GROUPS FOR ATTRACTIVE LOOTS!
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                    BATTLE WITH OTHER GUILDS TO TAKE CONTROL OF REGIONS IN OUTER SPACE - DESTROY OTHER PLAYERS AND LOOT THEIR SPACESHIP COMPONENTS.
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 $IME 
 
            $IME is the governance token of Imperium Empires.
            You can purchase $IME on Trader Joe, Bybit and MEXC.
            You can also stake $IME to earn more $IME rewards! 
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 SPACESHIP NFTS 
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 Galaxy Scootie
 RARITY
 Common
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 Strekzans
 RARITY
 Ultra Rare
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 Augear
 RARITY
 Rare
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 Aurostar
 RARITY
 Supreme
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 How to Buy
 Our Spaceship NFTs are traded on our official NFT marketplace.
    
 buy nft now
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 INVESTORS & PARTNERS 
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